
somewhat different. Mammograms, prostate examinations, and cholesterol tests allow an
illness or condition to be detected, but they don’t, in and of themselves, afford any pro-
tection from developing the problem. Consequently, health-detection behaviors are riskier
than health-prevention behaviors. Because gain frames are more effective when risk is
low than when risk is high, Rothman and Salovey believe that gain frames will more
effectively persuade people to adopt health-prevention behaviors, but loss frames will
more effectively persuade people to adopt health-detection behaviors (see Table 7.5).

Rothman and associates tested these ideas in an experimental study (Rothman,
Martino, Bedell, Detweiler, & Salovey, 1999). During the first part of the investiga-
tion, the participants read a message about the development of gum disease. Partici-
pants in the health-prevention condition read about a mouth rinse that treated gum
disease, whereas participants in the health-detection condition read about a mouth
rinse that detected the presence of gum disease. Independent of these manipulations,
half of the participants read a message that emphasized the benefits of using the rinse
(gain frame), and half of the participants read a message that emphasized the dangers
of not using the rinse (loss frame). After reading about the mouth rinse, the partici-
pants indicated whether they wanted a free sample of the product.

Rothman and colleagues predicted that messages framed in terms of gains would
be more effective in the prevention condition, but that messages framed in terms of
losses would be more effective in the detection condition. Figure 7.12 provides strong
support for these predictions. When prevention was emphasized, participants were
more apt to request the product when the message was framed in terms of a gain
(“People who use a mouth rinse daily are taking advantage of a safe and effective way
to reduce plaque accumulation”) than when it was framed in terms of a loss (“People
who do not use mouth rinse daily are failing to take advantage of a safe and effective
way to reduce plaque accumulation”). In contrast, when detection was emphasized,
participants were most apt to request the sample when the message was framed in
terms of a loss (“Failing to use a disclosing rinse before brushing limits your ability
to detect areas of plaque accumulation”) than when it was framed in terms of a gain
(“Using a disclosing rinse behavior before brushing enhances your ability to detect
areas of plaque accumulation”). Along with other research, these findings establish that
message framing effects depend on whether the behavior offers to promote better health
or detect an existing health problem (Detweiler, Bedell, Salovey, Pronin, & Rothman,
1999; L. W. Jones, Sinclair, & Courneya, 2003; Lee & Aaker, 2004).
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TABLE 7.5 Message Framing and Health-Promoting Behaviors

Behavior Example Risk Involved Most Effective Frame

Prevention Sunscreen use Low Risk is low, so gain
Exercise frames are best:
Safe sex Emphasize benefits of

performing the behavior

Detection Mammography High Risk is high, so loss
Prostate exam frames are best:
Stress test Emphasize costs of not

performing the behavior
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